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Background

Methods

Results

Lung Cancer is the leading cause of cancer
death worldwide. Overall 5-year survival in
international series is around 15%, and it’s one
of the most important outcomes in oncologic
therapies. In early stages, it allows to evaluate
the quality of surgical oncologic teams, and in
advanced stages the quality of the
multidisciplinary teams. Results reported by
IASLC for all pathological TNM stages are:
Stage I 61%, Stage II 39%, Stage III 23% and
Stage IV 16%, and have not had significant
variation about 30 years in USA. Screening
programs have proved efficiently increasing
overall survival. We present the results in NonSmall Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC)
management in Clinica Santa María.

All patients diagnosed with All Stages
NSCLC, treated by our thoracic surgical team
during the period January 2011 – October
2016 (new or under follow-up), were added
(written consent was obtained previously)
daily and prospectively in a web database
(www.cirugiatorax.com), including
demographic, clinical, pathologic and active
follow-up information. All of them underwent
an exhaustive preoperative assessment and
TNM staging study pre and/or intra
operatively.
We performed a descriptive analysis about
clinical and pathologic variables, and 5-year
survival curves were designed according
Kaplan-Meier curves.

We included 313 patients with a median age of
65 years (32 – 89 years), 48,6% were females.
Adenocarcinoma was the most frequent
histology (78,9%). 49,8% was diagnosed in
early stages (Ia – Ib), 9,27% Stage II, 14,8%
Stage III and 26,5% Stage IV. Particularly, in
early Stages, distribution was Tis 11,8%,
T1N0M0 67,1% and T2N0M0 21,1%. Median
follow-up time was 50 months (1 – 289, 95CI
44,8 – 56,2) with median survival time 99
months.
5-year overall survival was 63,7%, and broken
down for stages: Stage I 91,4% (95CI 84,9 –
95,2%), without significant differences
between Tis, T1 or T2, Stage II 63,7% (95CI
39,5 – 80,3%), Stage III 44,3% (95CI 26,4 –
60,8%) and Stage IV 19,1% (95CI 10,1 –
30,3%). 5-year survival in Adenocarcinoma
was 64% (95CI 56,6 – 70,5%).

Conclusions
The epidemiological profile of our patients is
similar to the published in most world series,
while the percentage of patients in early stages
is higher than those. Nevertheless, it’s than
published by Asamura, who reported 58,6% in
a Japanese series, and his results could be
directly related to the screening programs
widely used in Japan.
Overall survival in this series is further up than
most international publications, and could be
explained by our higher rate of early stages
diagnostic, our comprehensive preoperative
assessment and management about all several
comorbidities, exhaustive staging protocols
and multidisciplinary treatment. In early
stages, survival isn’t determined by a high rate
of Tis.
These results emphasize the importance about
Screening Programs in risk population for
higher rates of early stages, aggressive
preoperative management of comorbidities for
avoid competitive mortality, rigor of staging
protocols for right staging and treatment, and
basic necessity for specialized
multidisciplinary teams for treatment of this
disease.
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